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like the BVI as the ‘go to’ jurisdictions 
for corporate structures, thanks to com-
mercially minded corporate legislation, 
as well as low-cost and innovative trust 
laws. Enhanced compliance and in-
creased transparency will only advance 
the reputation of these jurisdictions. 
Expansion in Cyprus, as well as interna-
tionally (we are present in over 40 juris-

dictions worldwide), has increased local 
interest in our ‘Vistra 2020’ report, a 
periodical survey of key industry experts, 
which has sealed our reputation as a key 

commentator in our industry, a factor 
which was highlighted by an impressive 
turnout at recent presentations in both 
Nicosia and Limassol.  

In such a competitive sector, what is 
the secret of Vistra Cyprus’ success?
An evolving global environment pro-
vides great opportunities; however, our 
clients need partners who operate on the 
same level or higher and who can really 
bring something to the table. Someone 
they can trust to deliver and who rises 
to the challenge. Our vision is to be the 

leading services and solutions provid-
er for our friends and partners in 
Cyprus, operating as a partnership 
of equals: as high-quality profes-
sionals working with high-quality 
professionals, helping them get 
the most from their international 
business.

In your new role, what do you 
think you can personally offer Vis-

tra’s clients in Cyprus?
With a proven track record in the cor-
porate services industry, an understand-
ing of the local business environment 
and an international outlook, not only 
do I intend to enhance the overall effi-
ciency and effectiveness of the service 
provided to our existing clients, I also 
want to invite new partners to connect 
with us, by demonstrating that we pos-
sess the essential resources, as well as an 
unparalleled commitment to meet their 
demands in an increasingly competitive 
and challenging industry. 
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You recently joined Vistra 
Cyprus as Company 
Formation Manager. Tell us 

something about your background.
I’m an MBA graduate of Henley Busi-
ness School and I have over ten years’ 
senior level experience in the corporate 
services industry. Among my previous 
roles, I was Head of the Corporate 
Management Department at Trident 
Trust in Cyprus, where I was exten-
sively involved in overseeing the for-
mation, subsequent management and 
dissolution of companies in numerous 
jurisdictions.

Tell us about the products and 
services Vistra offers in Cyprus.
Vistra Cyprus offers a full range 
of fiduciary, trust and fund relat-
ed services. Mergers such as those 
with Orangefield, Offshore Incor-
porations Limited (OIL) and most 
recently, Jordans Trust Company, 
have amplified our global offering, 
with unrivalled access to products in 
many jurisdictions, including BVI, 
Seychelles, Cayman, Hong Kong, Lux-
embourg and Singapore.

Vistra has been in Cyprus for 10 
years now. How is it doing?
Vistra’s dedication to Cyprus is best 
demonstrated by our office’s continual 
growth – we now employ over 40 pro-
fessionals. Vistra’s offshore formations 
department also continues to expand, 
despite the doomsayers! Many local 
partners still favour embedded brands 
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